Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, the necessity of employing efficient techniques to perform the variability analysis (VA) of the modern integrated circuits has become evident. The Monte Carlo (MC)-based techniques, which represent the standard for the VA due to their accuracy and ease of implementation, have the drawback of requiring a very high computational cost. In particular, the application of the MC method to complex high-speed systems analyzed by means of electromagnetic (EM) methods [1] - [3] is unfeasible. Indeed, EM methods usually produce very large systems of equations, which are expensive to solve, and the use of the MC analysis would lead to an extremely high computational cost.
In this scenario, a reliable alternative to MC-based methods is represented by techniques based on the Polynomial Chaos (PC) expansion [4] - [8] , which describes a stochastic process using a base of orthogonal polynomial functions with suitable coefficients. The resulting polynomial model allows to efficiently perform the VA with a good accuracy, at the cost of the calculation of an augmented system [4] - [8] . Unfortunately, the application of the PC expansion to systems described by a large numbers of equations, such as the ones resulting by the use of EM methods, is not trivial due to the need of calculating an augmented system. Different techniques [9] - [13] have proposed PC-based methodologies for the VA of systems described by a large numbers of equations based on combinations of a PC expansion on the original system matrices and model-order reduction (MOR) techniques. Indeed, the MOR techniques allow to reduce the complexity of large scale models and, therefore, the computational cost of the simulations [14] - [16] . Recently, the techniques [11] - [13] have proposed a more general PC-based method for the VA of large scale systems described by Helmholtz equations. The recently proposed methods described in [11] - [13] are based on the following steps:
1) the evaluation of the original large system of equations over a discrete set of points in the stochastic space, chosen using a Smolyak grid [17] - [19] ; 2) the use of a deterministic MOR technique for each system of equations to generate the corresponding projection matrices; 3) the calculation of the PC expansion of the original large system matrices and of the projection matrices; 4) the computation of the PC coefficients of the reduced system using congruence transformations; 5) the calculation of a PC-based augmented system. Despite their accuracy and efficiency with respect to the MC-based methods, the techniques [11] - [13] can be expensive both in terms of memory and computational time, since they require the calculation of a PC-based model of the original large scale equations and of the projection matrices.
We propose in this paper a novel method that follows these steps:
1) the evaluation of the original large system of equations over a discrete set of points in the stochastic space, chosen using a regular grid;
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2) the calculation of a corresponding set of reduced-order models with common order using a common compact projection matrix, following the technique [20] ; 3) the computation of the PC expansion of the reduced models; 4) the calculation of a PC-based augmented system. This new proposed technique is able to overcome the previously mentioned limitations by first calculating a set of reduced-order models with common order using a common compact projection matrix and then computing the PC expansion of the reduced models.
This paper is structured as follows. First, an overview of PC theory is given in Section II. The proposed stochastic MOR technique is described in Section III, whereas its validation is performed in Section IV by means of two pertinent numerical examples. Conclusions are summed up in Section V.
II. PC PROPERTIES
A stochastic process H with finite variance can be expressed by means of the PC expansion as [8] 
where the terms α i are called PC coefficients and ϕ i (ξ ) are the corresponding orthogonal polynomials that depend on the normalized random variables in the vector ξ . The polynomials ϕ i (ξ ), also called basis functions, satisfy the following orthogonality condition [6] :
where a i are positive numbers, δ i j is the Kronecker delta, and W (ξ ) is a probability measure with support . Obviously, (1) must be truncated up to a finite number of polynomials M + 1 to be used for practical applications. In particular, if the random variables ξ are independent, it is possible to prove that
where N is the number of random variables ξ i in the vector ξ and P is the maximum order of the polynomials used in the truncated PC expansion. Indeed, for independent random variables, the probability measure W (ξ ) can be written as
since the global probability density function (PDF) is the product of the PDFs of the single random variables. Consequently, the corresponding orthogonal polynomials can be expressed as product combination of the basis functions corresponding to each random variable ξ i as
Furthermore, if the random variables ξ have specific PDFs (i.e., Gaussian, Uniform, and Beta distribution), the corresponding basis functions are the polynomials of the Wiener-Askey scheme [4] . Indeed, the choice of these polynomials guarantee an exponential convergence rate of the PC expansion, since the associated probability measure W (ξ ) corresponds to the PDF of the random variable ξ , when placed in a standard form [4] , [6] . Finally, in [6] , it is presented a numerical method to calculate the basis functions that guarantee an exponential convergence rate for independent random variables with arbitrary distributions.
In the more general case of correlated random variables with arbitrary PDFs, the basis functions can be calculated following the approach described in [5] - [7] . In this case, the PC expansion convergence rate may not be exponential, since a variable transformation, such as the Nataf transformation [21] or the Karhunen-Loéve expansion [22] , is needed to obtain the decorrelation.
Once the M + 1 basis functions ϕ i (ξ ) are calculated, (1) can be truncated as
where the only unknown terms are the PC coefficients α i that can be calculated following one of the two main methods described in the literature: the spectral projection and the linear regression technique [7] . The most interesting characteristic of the PC expansion is the analytical representation of the system variability: complex stochastic functions of H , such as the PDF, can be efficiently calculated following standard analytical formulas or numerical schemes [23] , whereas the mean μ and the variance σ 2 of H can be expressed as [7] μ = α 0 (7)
Finally, if the stochastic process is written in a matrix form H, the corresponding PC expansion is
where the terms α i are matrices of PC coefficients, corresponding to the i -th polynomial basis, calculated for each entry of H. For an extensive reference to PC theory, the reader may consult [4] - [8] .
III. STOCHASTIC MOR
The proposed technique aims to perform the VA of a generic multiport system represented by a descriptor statespace form as
where the descriptor state-space matrices C, G, B, L, which depend on a vector of random variables ξ , are large matrices calculated by an EM method, such as the partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) technique [2] . The superscript T represents the matrix transpose. The dimensionality of descriptor state-space matrices in (10) and (11) 
where Z is the number of state-vector unknowns and depends on the particular EM method used to compute (10) and (11) , and N p represent the number of ports of the system. In some recent contributions [24] - [26] , it is proven that is possible to calculate efficiently the PC expansion of the system starting from the PC expansion of the corresponding model (state-space models in [24] and transmission line models in [25] and [26] ). Theoretically, a similar approach could be used for systems described by (10) and (11) . Indeed, using the PC expansion (9) to express the state-space matrices, the state-vector and the output in (10) and (11) yield
Let us assume for the moment that the PC expansion of the state-space matrices in (12) and (13) is already calculated. Therefore, the only unknowns are the PC coefficient matrices of the state vector X j and of the transfer function H j . The desired PC coefficient matrices can be calculated by projecting (12) and (13) on each basis function ϕ p (ξ ) for p = 0, . . . , M (this procedure is referred as Galerkin projections [4] , [25] in the PC theory). Indeed, projecting (12) on the basis function ϕ p (ξ ) yields
where the explicit dependence on the vector ξ is omitted, for the sake of clarity. Repeating this operation for p = 0, . . . , M gives a frequency-dependent linear system of the form
where
To describe how it is possible to obtain (15), let us assume for simplicity that one random variable and two basis functions are used for the PC expansion. In this simplified case, (14) can be rewritten as
Now, because of the orthogonality relation (2), the projection of (16) onto the basis function ϕ 0 gives
The projection of (16) onto the basis function ϕ 1 yields
Next, (17) and (18) can be rewritten in the form (15) as
The frequency-dependent system (19) can now be solved for each frequency of interest, upon calculation of the scalar products in (20) . Finally, the PC coefficients of the output H j (s) can be computed using the PC coefficients of state vector X j (s). Indeed, the projection of (13) onto the basis
where all the scalar products were already calculated in order to build the matrix X . However, the approach described above cannot be efficiently used for systems described by (10) and (11) . The calculation of the PC expansion (9) for the large matrices C, G, B, L would be very expensive both in terms of memory and computational time, since each corresponding PC coefficient matrix would have the same dimension of the original matrix. Furthermore, the PC expansion of the matrices C, G, B, L would lead to an augmented system in the form (15) of such a high dimension that the computational cost required to solve it may compromise the efficiency of the PC expansion with respect to the MC analysis.
The previously developed techniques [11] - [13] partially solve these issues for systems described by Helmholtz equations. Indeed, in [11] - [13] , it is proposed to evaluate first the original large system of equations over a discrete set of points in the design space and then employ a deterministic MOR technique for each system of equations to generate the corresponding projection matrix. Then, it is calculated a PC model of the original large system matrices and of the projection matrix. It is important to notice that, following the approaches described in [11] - [13] , all the projection matrices calculated for the initial discrete set of points must have common dimensions, otherwise it is not possible to compute the corresponding PC model of the projection matrix via numerical integration [13, eq. (33) ]. Indeed, it is not possible to calculate a summation of matrices with different dimensions. Finally, it is performed the computation of the PC coefficients of the reduced system that leads to an augmented system in a form similar to (15) , but the overall dimension of this augmented system is drastically reduced. A compact PC expansion of the original system can be now calculated by employing standard deterministic techniques to solve the obtained augmented system. This approach is accurate and efficient with respect to the MC analysis (that has an extremely high computational cost, since it requires a huge number of simulation of the original large scale model). Furthermore, the techniques [11] - [13] offer the possibility to use different MOR techniques to calculate the corresponding reduced-order PC models. However, the techniques [11] - [13] can be expensive both in terms of memory and computational time since it is required: 1) to calculate a PC model of the original large scale equations; 2) to calculate a PC model of the projection matrices. The novel method described in this paper is able to overcome these limitations by first calculating a set of reducedorder models with common order using a common compact projection matrix, following the technique [20] , and then computing the PC expansion of the reduced system. In particular, the method described in [20] is implemented using a worst case choice for the estimation of the reduced model order and a global approach to build the common compact projection matrix. In the following, we will describe in details the novel proposed method.
Note that, fixing the value of the random variables ξ = ξ in (10) and (11) yields
Now, it is possible to calculate an equivalent reduced-order models as
where the reduced-order matrices, indicated with the superscript ∧, can be calculated by means of a suitable projection matrix F as
The projection matrix F can be calculated using a MOR technique, such as the Krylov-based Laguerre-singular value decomposition (SVD) [27] or passive reduced-order interconnect macromodeling algorithm (PRIMA) [28] algorithms.
Therefore, it is possible to calculate for each combination of values of the random variables ξ in the stochastic space the corresponding reduced system in a descriptor state-space form. Let us suppose that we have calculated K set of reduced
with common dimension for the corresponding values of the random variables
(initial sampling) in the stochastic space . To evaluate the common order for all the K reduced models that will lead to accurate results, first we calculate a reduced-order model only for the set of U corner points [ξ u ] U u=1 where U ⊂ K , aiming at minimizing the error with respect to the system frequency response H(s, ξ u ) calculated with the original largedimension system matrices C(
Next, we compute the corresponding set of K projection matrices of common order
Finally, all the projection matrices calculated so far are stacked in a projection matrix as
The accuracy of the K reduced models with common order, which is estimated using the U corner points, can be verified by comparing the corresponding frequency responses with respect to the system frequency responses calculated using the K original large-dimension system matrices. If, for a particular example, the desired accuracy cannot be achieved using only the U corner points for the order evaluation, it is always possible to estimate the common order using all the K initial samples. However, the choice of using corners to estimate the common order has proven to be accurate in many cases and allows to save computational time [20] . Now, it is necessary to compute a common projection matrix to be able to calculate a parametric reduced-order model over the design points [ξ k ] K k=1 . This goal is achieved in two steps. First, the SVD decomposition of the projection matrix F Union is calculated as
Second, to guarantee the compactness of the common projection matrix, it can be defined a common reduced-order r based on the first r significant singular values, where the individuation of the desired r significant values can be performed by setting a threshold to the ratio of the singular values with respect to the largest singular value. Indeed, a common projection matrix Q C can now be expressed as
where U r is the matrix U resulting from the SVD decomposition (31) for the first r significant singular values. Hence, the desired reduced-order matrices with common order can be expressed asC
for k = 1, . . . , K , where the superscript ∼ represents the reduced matrices with common order.
Finally, the PC model for the matricesC,G,B,L can be computed. First of all, it is necessary to calculate the basis functions [ϕ i ] M i=0 following the approaches indicated in Section II. Without loss of generality, let us suppose that the random variables ξ are independent. Hence, the number of basis function M + 1 can be chosen upfront according to (3) considering that P can be limited between two and five [4] , [24] , [26] for practical applications. Finally, the PC coefficient matrices ofC,G,B,L of (33)−(36) can be calculated by means of the linear regression approach (Section II). The linear regression approach calculates the desired PC coefficients solving a suitable over-determined least-square system [7] that for the reduced state-space matrixC can be written as
where (37) for the each descriptor state-space matrices can be solved in a least squares sense using an elementwise, columnwise, or matrixwise approach.
Since the linear regression approach requires to solve an over-determined linear system in the form (37), the number of initial samples K is chosen according to the following relation [7] :
At this point, we have calculated a PC model of the reduced descriptor state-space matrices in the form (9) . For example, the matrixC (ξ ) can be written as
Finally, it is possible to write two equations in the form (10) and (11) for the reduced-order descriptor state-space matrices. Applying the same procedure discussed above, it is possible to compute a frequency-dependent linear system in the form (15) , but the overall dimension of this system is much smaller than the corresponding one related to the use of the original large scale matrices. Therefore, the PC expansion of the system transfer function can be calculated following the same procedure described above, see equations (16)- (21) . The proposed technique is flexible, since the transfer function H of a generical multiport system can be expressed by different representations (e.g., scattering or admittance parameters), it allows to use different MOR techniques to calculate the reduced systems, and it offers a reduced computational complexity with respect to the previous approaches [11] - [13] . The novel proposed technique allows to perform the VA of large-dimension systems, such as the ones resulting from EM simulators, with accuracy and efficiency, because of the expression of the system transfer function as a suitable combination of PC expansion and MOR methods. Finally, the proposed method does not require to compute a PC model of the projection operator. The techniques [11] - [13] assume implicitly that the projection operator as a function of the parameters chosen for the VA ξ can be accurately modeled by a PC expansion. However, in our experience, the calculation of a PC model of the projection operator can be prone to inaccuracies, when the system under study is quite sensitive to the parameters chosen for the VA or when the range of variation of these parameters is large enough. The projection operator is computed independently for each initial sample in the stochastic space and it may not result smooth enough as a function of the stochastic parameters ξ to be accurately modeled by a PC model. Section IV illustrates this aspect.
However, the proposed technique has a limitation: it can still be applied if the number of uncertain parameters is relatively large (i.e., N = 10), but at the cost of a loss of efficiency. Indeed, the number K of initial samples is chosen according to (38) , and the number of basis function M + 1 increases rapidly with the number of uncertain parameter N, according with (3) . Therefore, the calculation of the K initial samples of the large scale system can be expensive, and the computational costs of (31) and of solving the reduced system in the form (15) can increase as well. This limitation is originated by the formulation of the PC expansion: the number M + 1 of basis functions of any PC model in the form (9) increases rapidly with the number of uncertain parameter N, according to (3) . Therefore, the corresponding number of M +1 unknown PC coefficients that must be estimated is large.
The flowchart of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1 . 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this Section, we show the results of the VA performed with the proposed technique for two different structures. In each example, the random variables in the vector ξ are assumed independent and with uniform PDF. The corresponding basis functions are products of the Legendre polynomials [5] . The scalar products resulting from the use of the Galerkin projections are calculated analytically beforehand.
The validation of the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed technique is performed by means of a comparison with the results of other VA techniques. The simulations are performed using MATLAB 1 R2012a on a Windows platform equipped with an Intel Core2 Extreme CPU Q9300 2.53 GHz and 8 GB RAM.
A. Transmission Line
In this first example, the scattering parameters of two coupled uniform microstrip lines are considered as a stochastic process with respect to the length of the line in the frequency range 100 kHz-3 GHz. The cross section of the microstrip lines is shown in Fig. 2 .
The frequency independent per-unit-length parameters of the lines are [29] 
Starting from the per-unit-length parameters, the corresponding matrices for the admittance representation are computed using the segmentation method described in [27] by dividing the lines in 1650 sections of equal length, which gives state-space matrices of order 6602. Then, these matrices are converted into the corresponding ones for the scattering representation as in [30] . The corresponding descriptor statespace representation is
where the matrix D is the identity matrix of dimension N p × N p . 1 The Mathworks, Inc., Natick. It is important to notice that, the scattering parameters of the two coupled microstrips can be efficiently computed using the exact transmission line theory, therefore the VA could be performed without the calculation of a large descriptor state-space model. However, the calculation of a state-space representation of order 6602 allows to verify the performances of the novel proposed method for the case in which the SVD decomposition (31) is computed for a very high dimension matrix. Finally, the VA of the system in Fig. 2 is performed with respect to the length of the lines in two different ranges of variations and for different orders of the PC models. The performances of the proposed method are compared with the results of the technique [13] , for the same number of initial length samples. Note that, the reduced model in [13, eq. (16) ] are calculated by means of the Galerkin projections instead of truncating the corresponding expansion, since the order of the PC models used in this example is greater than one.
First, the length of the lines varies within the range 9.75-10.25 cm with a nominal value L 0 = 10 cm as a uniform random variable. The corresponding PC expansion is calculated using P = 2 and M = 2, according to (3) . Therefore, the descriptor state-space form (44) and (45) is computed over a regular grid of K = 6 samples. The MOR technique PRIMA [28] is used to calculate the reduced-order model, and a maximum absolute model error of −50 dB over 80 frequency samples is targeted to estimate the common order of the reduced models. To build the common projector matrix, 0.0001 is chosen as threshold to individuate the first r significant singular values of the SVD decomposition in (31) leading to a common projection matrix Q C ∈ R 6602×64 . Finally, K reduced models in a descriptor state-space form of order 64 are computed and modeled using PC expansions as previously discussed. Table I shows the total computational time of the proposed technique detailing the cost of the different operations. [13] FOR L ∈ 9.75-10.25 CM In particular, the element "Initial Data" in Table I represents the operation of calculating the descriptor state-space matrices for the chosen length samples and the corresponding scattering parameters for the two corner points. It is important to specify that, the latter operation takes 1 h 11 min 9.7 s, whereas the calculation of the descriptor state-space matrices for all the six length samples requires only 29 min 24.8 s. Hence, a MC analysis performed calculating the scattering parameters using the corresponding descriptor state-space models would require approximately 281 d, 3 h 10 min 33.3 s, considering 10 000 length samples. Therefore, to validate the results of the VA for this example, the MC analysis is performed using the exact transmission line theory. The element Projection Operator in Table I indicates the calculation of the projection operator with common order for all the initial length samples, whereas the element "Reduced DSS Matrices" represents the calculation of the reduced matrices in the form (33)-(36), where the symbol DSS stands for descriptor state-space. Note that, the latter operation requires only few seconds, even if the initial descriptor state-space has order 6602. Finally, the elements in the last three rows of Table I indicate the calculation of the PC model of the reduced descriptor state-space matrices using the linear regression method, the computation of the PC model of the scattering parameters solving an augmented linear system for the reduced statespace matrices in the form (15) , and the computation of the mean and the variance of the magnitude of the scattering parameters using the corresponding PC model, respectively. Table II shows the computational time for the VA performed with the technique [13] , in a similar form of Table I . Again, to estimate the common order of the projection operators calculated for all the initial length samples, −50 dB is assumed as maximum absolute model error. Note that, the element "PC Model Initial DSS Matrices and Proj. Op." in Table II describes the calculation through numerical In this case, the novel proposed method is more efficient in terms of computational time with respect to the technique [13] . Indeed, the calculation of the SVD decomposition of the projection operator (31) is much more efficient than the calculation of the PC model of the initial descriptor state-space matrices and projection operator required by [13] , see Tables I  and II , even if just three PC coefficients must be estimated via numerical integration for [13] .
Furthermore, the novel proposed PC method is much more efficient in terms of memory requirements, as shown in Table III . As memory requirements, we indicate the amount of megabytes (Mbytes) that are necessary to load a particular matrix in the computer RAM. In particular, the memory necessary to store the descriptor state-space matrices for all the initial length samples and the corresponding projection operators is the same for both the techniques, see the elements "Original DSS Matrices and Projection Operator" in Table III , whereas the computation of the reduced matrices (33)-(36) using the common projection operator (32) is much more efficient than the calculation of the PC models of the descriptor state-space matrices and of the projection operator, see elements "Common Proj. Op." (32) and "Reduced DSS Matrices" (33)-(36), and "PC Model Initial DSS Matrices" and "Projection Operator" in Table III, respectively. Finally, the proposed PC-based stochastic MOR technique shows an excellent accuracy compared with the MC analysis, performed over 10 000 L samples, in computing system variability features, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . In particular, Figs. 3 and 4 show the mean and standard deviation of the magnitude of the element S 32 obtained with the MC analysis, proposed PC method, and technique [13] . Similar results can be obtained for the other entries of the scattering matrix.
Next, the lines length is considered as a uniform random variable varying in the range 9-11 cm. An example of the scattering parameters variability with respect to the chosen random variable is given in Fig. 5 . The reduced-order models are calculated again using the MOR technique PRIMA [28] , The proposed PC-based stochastic MOR technique is more efficient both in terms of memory and computational requirements with respect to technique [13] , see Tables IV-VI, and it shows a great accuracy compared with the classical MC analysis, performed over 10 000 L samples, in computing system variability features, as shown in Figs. 6-8. In particular, Figs. 6 and 7 show the mean and standard deviation of the magnitude of the element S 43 obtained with the MC analysis, proposed PC method, and technique [13] . Similar results can be obtained for the other entries of the scattering matrix.
It is important to notice that, in this case, the results of the VA performed using the technique [13] are inaccurate with respect to the MC analysis performed using the transmission lines theory over 10 000 L samples (Figs. 6 and 7) . Indeed, the calculation via numerical integration of the PC model of the projection operator is inaccurate (Fig. 9) . It is worth to notice that the calculation of the PC model of the original descriptor state-space matrices and of the projection operator is two times more expensive with respect to the previous case, see Tables II  and V, and it requires much more memory (Tables III and VI) .
B. Bended Conductors
In this second example, a system of three bended conductors in free space has been modeled. Its layout is shown in Fig. 10 . The copper conductors, placed at a distance of S 0 = 2 mm the one from the other, have width W 0 = 0.5 mm and length The system admittance parameters are considered as a stochastic process first with respect to the couple of random variables (L, S) varying in a range of ±10% with respect to the central values previously mentioned. The admittance representation is evaluated in the frequency range 100 kHz-5 GHz using the PEEC method [31] over a grid composed of 4 × 4 (L, S) samples for the geometrical parameters. The corresponding set of descriptor state-space matrices computed has order 2124 for each initial (L, S) sample. The Laguerre-SVD MOR technique [27] is used to calculate the reducedorder models. The evaluation of the common order of the reduced models is performed assuming 0.0001 as maximum weighted rms error between the admittance parameters of the reduced model and the original system over K s = 50 frequency samples
with
The evaluation of the significant r singular values of the SVD decomposition in (31) is performed assuming 0.0001 as a threshold. Upon calculation of the common projection matrix (32), each of the K reduced-order models calculated for the couple of random variables (L, S) has order 232. Finally, the set of reduced-order matrices is modeled using a secondorder (P = 2) PC expansion, giving M = 5 for (L, S), according to (3). The results of the VA obtained with the novel proposed method are compared with the corresponding ones given by the technique [13] and are validated by means of comparison with results of the MC analysis using the parameterized model-order reduction technique [31] . The latter technique is a parameterized model-order reduction method that guarantees the overall stability and passivity of parameterized reduced-order models, using passivity preserving interpolation schemes. In particular, first a set of reduced model with the same order are calculated assuming 0.0001 as threshold for the error measure (46). Then, the reduced models obtained are interpolated over the 10 000 (L, S) samples used for the MC analysis. Note that the parameterized model-order reduction technique [31] is applied to the same PEEC matrices calculated for the initial (L, S) samples used for the novel proposed technique. Finally, the initial samples needed by the technique [13] are computed over a Smolyak sparse grid, composed of 29 (L, S) samples [13] , whereas 0.0001 is assumed as maximum weighted rms error to estimate the common order of the projection operators calculated for all the initial (L, S) samples. The PC model of the projection operator computed by the technique [13] is not accurate (Fig. 11) . This leads to poor accuracy in computing the system variability features with respect to the corresponding results given by the novel proposed method and the MC analysis performed using the parameterized MOR technique [31] , as shown in Figs. 12 and 13 , although the number of initial samples used to implement the technique [13] is almost the double of the ones used for Tables VII and VIII. Finally, the VA of the system in Fig. 10 is performed with respect to the set of random variables (L, S, W ), varying in a range of ±10% with respect to the central values previously mentioned, in order to show the performances of the proposed PC method while increasing the numbers of random variables. Figure 14 shows an example of the system variability with respect to the chosen random variables (L, S, W ).
The system admittance parameters are evaluated using the PEEC method over a grid of 3 × 3 × 3 (L, S, W ) samples. The evaluation of the common order of the reduced models and of the r significant singular values of the SVD decomposition in (31) is performed with the same setting used in the previous case, giving reduced-order models of order 328. Next, the set of reduced-order matrices is modeled using a secondorder (P = 2) PC expansion, giving M = 9 for (L, S, W ), according to (3) . The proposed PC-based method is compared with the MC analysis performed with the technique [31] for 100, 1000, and 10 000 samples.
The proposed method shows a great efficiency in computing the system variability features, as shown in Table IX that compares the computational cost of the MC analysis [31] . Squares ( ): CDF computed using the MC technique performed with the technique [31] .
performed with the technique [31] for 10 000 samples and of the novel proposed method, and a great accuracy with respect to the corresponding analysis performed with the technique [31] , as described by Figs. 15-17 . In particular, Figs. 15 and 16 show the mean and standard deviation of the magnitude of Y 43 obtained with the proposed PC-based method and the MC analysis performed using different set of samples. Figure 17 describes the PDF and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the magnitude of Y 11 at 100 kHz calculated with respect to the random variables (L, S, W ) using 10 000 samples for the MC results. Similar results can be obtained for the other entries of the admittance parameters.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel and efficient technique for stochastic MOR of general linear multiport systems is presented. The core of the proposed technique is the application of the PC expansion to a set of reduced-order system in a descriptor state-space form obtained through a MOR step. In addition to its accuracy, the proposed approach offers a great flexibility. Indeed, not only the novel method can be applied to systems whose frequency-domain transfer function can be expressed in different forms (e.g., scattering or admittance parameters), but also different MOR techniques can be used for the calculation of the reduced-order system in descriptor state-space form. Two distinct pertinent numerical examples validate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method with respect to existing techniques concerning the calculation of system variability features.
